Agent-based models can predict behavioral and physiological responses of top predators to environmental
change: a case study with Weddell seals (Leptonychotes weddellii)
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RESULTS

• Extreme environmental conditions drive large mass fluctuations in
Weddell seals.
• The seals finance reproduction from subcutaneous lipid stores and
some foraging.
• Seals can lose up to 40% of mass during lactation.
• Weddell seals have relatively low reproductive rates, as they skip
breeding ~33% of seasons.

Energy Requirements (MJ timestep-1)

INTRODUCTION

Figure 1. Energy requirements were determined for each component
and summed, allowing calculations of year-round energy allocation.

Figure 2. The probability of being in a particular activity state
changed over time (top panel). Activity switches resulted in vastly
different energy budgets throughout the year (bottom panel).

METHODS

Figure 3. Energy expenditures and intakes caused emergent properties,
such as mass and body composition fluctuations, to emerge.

DISCUSSION

• An Agent-Based model was developed using R.
• 10 individuals were simulated in two conditions:
• Baseline prey availability
• 10% reduced prey availability

• Successfully created a dynamic model.
• Incorporated uncertainty
• Considered costs of
thermoregulation and molt
• Used empirical behavior and mass
change data to back-calculate prey
availability
• Elucidated annual energy budget and
behavioral patterns under baseline
conditions.
• Determined possible implications of prey
abundance reductions on body condition.
• Highlighted the parameters that are
poorly understood.
• Need to elucidate the body
mass/condition thresholds that
might lead to decreased maternal
attendance or reproductive failure

Figure 4. Parameter outputs from baseline and 10% reduced prey
simulations were compared to make inferences about the behavioral
and physiological responses of Weddell seals to environmental change.
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